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Book 7

    名    誤 正

E1 2

III. LANGUAGE BOXの中に Answer the

question using 1st conditional form or

2nd conditional form. Start your

sentences with:

If there are changes in the company, I

will...

If there were changes in the company,

I would…を追加

E1 2
How do you manage changes in

the company?

How do you manage changes in the

company?

E2 2
I can rather helpful when it comes

to the brain storming of ideas.

I can rather be helpful when it comes

to the brainstorming of ideas.

E3 1 reschedule rescheduled

E3 2
It’s Peter who’s really interested in

the idea.

It’s Peter who is really interested in

the idea.

Business English



    名    誤 正

E3 2 What I need is an aspirin. What I need is an aspirin.

E3 2
The thing that most interested me

was their production system.

The thing that interests me mostwas

their production system.

E3 2
All we’re asking for is a firm

commitment from you.

All we’re asking for is a firm

commitment from you.

E3 2

III. LANGUAGE BOX の中から We can

sometimes replace The thing with All:

All we’re asking for is a firm

commitment from you.

Stresses the word we want to

emphasize

It’s + Peter who’s really interested in

the idea.

(noun)

Focuses the attention to the final part

what + I need is an aspirin

(noun / pronoun)

The thing (that)....

The thing that + most interested me

was their production systems.

(past participle)

All

All + we’re asking for is a form

(noun / pronoun + be)

commitment from you. を削除

E4 1

5. The chairperson has to

______________ a new

regulations which are helpful in

the company’s

development.

5. The chairperson has to

______________ new regulations

which are helpful in the company’s

development.

E4 2
III. LANGUAGE BOX の中から(noun /

pronoun) (noun)を削除



    名    誤 正

E4 2
III. LANGUAGE BOX の中から(verb)

(noun / pronoun)を削除

E4 2
III. LANGUAGE BOX の中から(noun /

pronoun) (noun)を削除

E4 2
III. LANGUAGE BOX の中から(verb)

(noun / pronoun)を削除

E4 2

You were given a task to discuss

best practice in a meeting in which

it has helped you reach that

position.

You were given a task to discuss the

best key practice in a meeting in

which

it has helped you reach that position.

E4 2 How will you discuss best practice?
How will you discuss this best key

practice?


